
3D Applications in Stroke3D Applications in Stroke



THREE DIMENSIONAL POSTTHREE DIMENSIONAL POST--
PROCESSINGPROCESSING

•• Stroke is a leading cause of adult disability Stroke is a leading cause of adult disability 
and deathand death

•• HOWEVER, if thrombolytic treatment is HOWEVER, if thrombolytic treatment is 
administered within a short time period after administered within a short time period after 
onset of embolic stroke, morbidity and onset of embolic stroke, morbidity and 
mortality can be significantly diminishedmortality can be significantly diminished



•• New imaging techniques, such as CT New imaging techniques, such as CT 
angiography (CTA) and CT Perfusion angiography (CTA) and CT Perfusion 
(CTP) are being actively developed (CTP) are being actively developed 
to meet the greater demands of to meet the greater demands of 
modern stroke therapy modern stroke therapy 

•• CTA:CTA:
•• Confirms Confirms presence and location presence and location 

ofof embolic infarctembolic infarct
•• Evaluates status of Evaluates status of collateralcollateral

supplysupply
•• Provides Provides prognostic valueprognostic value from from 

level and extent of vascular level and extent of vascular 
occlusionocclusion

•• CTP : CTP : 
•• Helps assess relative size of infarct Helps assess relative size of infarct 

corecore versus hypoperfused versus hypoperfused 
ischemic ischemic penumbrapenumbra

•• More physiologicMore physiologic determination of determination of 
patients most likely to patients most likely to benefitbenefit or or 
be be atat--riskrisk from therapeutic from therapeutic 
interventionintervention

Core
Penumbra



Stroke CTA: Need for 3D PostStroke CTA: Need for 3D Post--Processing:Processing:

•• Modern scanners produce hundreds of source Modern scanners produce hundreds of source 
images in a matter of secondsimages in a matter of seconds

•• Many lesions are virtually undetectable if only thin Many lesions are virtually undetectable if only thin 
source images are reviewedsource images are reviewed

•• The standard 3D lab views of the head and neck The standard 3D lab views of the head and neck 
vasculature allow the neuroradiologist to vasculature allow the neuroradiologist to 
systematically remove each normalsystematically remove each normal--appearing appearing 
segment and to easily identify abnormal vascular segment and to easily identify abnormal vascular 
lesions, such as aneurysm or throboembolic lesions, such as aneurysm or throboembolic 
occlusionocclusion



Stroke CTA: Need for 3D PostStroke CTA: Need for 3D Post--Processing:Processing:

•• Source images from CTASource images from CTA
insufficientinsufficient for rapid and for rapid and 
accurate diagnosisaccurate diagnosis

•• Standard 3D views of each Standard 3D views of each 
vascular segmentvascular segment crucial for crucial for 
detecting or excluding detecting or excluding 
pathology pathology 

•• 3D views allow neuroradiologist 3D views allow neuroradiologist 
to confidently distinguish to confidently distinguish 
normal anatomy from vascular normal anatomy from vascular 
pathology and normal variantspathology and normal variants

•• 3D views essential for 3D views essential for 
communicationcommunication with other with other 
caregivers and to guide caregivers and to guide 
interventional therapyinterventional therapy



3D Imaging Service: 3D Imaging Service: 
Vascular PostVascular Post--ProcessingProcessing

MIP

CR

not a part of routine Stroke CTA 
views though used to 
characterize other vascular 
pathology

•• 3D technologists are extensively trained 3D technologists are extensively trained 
to documentto document normal anatomynormal anatomy as well as as well as 
skillfully documentskillfully document neurovascular neurovascular 
pathology usingpathology using 3D post3D post--processing processing 
techniquestechniques. These are: . These are: 

•• MIPsMIPs –– Maximum Intensity Maximum Intensity 
ProjectionsProjections

•• CRCR –– Curved ReformatsCurved Reformats

•• VR VR –– Volume RenderingVolume Rendering



Importance of 3D views for Detecting ShortImportance of 3D views for Detecting Short--
Segment/Partial OcclusionSegment/Partial Occlusion

Right MCA Bifurcation 
thromboembolic occlusion easy to 

miss on source image review

Right MCA Bifurcation 
occlusion very 

conspicuous on 3D-
MIP views (Maximum 
Intensity Projection)



Rapid & Efficient Interpretation Rapid & Efficient Interpretation 
by Neuroradiologist at Diagnostic Workstation by Neuroradiologist at Diagnostic Workstation 

(PACS)(PACS)

•• Rapid reviewRapid review of standard MIPs of standard MIPs 
clearly identifies clearly identifies vessel cutoffvessel cutoff

•• Confirmation with directed Confirmation with directed 
source image reviewsource image review

Report:

Proximal left MCA 
occlusion with MCA 
territory infarct.



Stroke Etiologies Detected on Standard 3D Views:Stroke Etiologies Detected on Standard 3D Views:
Intracranial Intracranial ThromboThrombo--embolus from Occluded Carotid Bifurcationembolus from Occluded Carotid Bifurcation

Lt. MCA territory Infarct



Stroke Etiologies Detected on Standard 3D Views:Stroke Etiologies Detected on Standard 3D Views:
Internal Carotid Artery DissectionInternal Carotid Artery Dissection

LICA dissection confirmed 
by identification of flap
on oblique axial MIP 

Pseudoaneurysmal 
Dilatation

on standard distal 
LICA 3D MIP view

Partial Occlusion
of more distal 
petrous ICA



Stroke Etiologies Detected on Standard 3D Views:Stroke Etiologies Detected on Standard 3D Views:
Vertebral Artery DissectionVertebral Artery Dissection

Irregular tapered narrowing of 
intradural vertebral artery 

PICA territory infarct

Eccentric T1-hyperintensity on fat-
saturated T1-weighted axial images 
- intramural hematoma of dissection


